Recent applications of multivariate data analysis methods in the authentication of rice and the most analyzed parameters: A review.
Rice is one of the most important staple foods around the world. Authentication of rice is one of the most addressed concerns in the present literature, which includes recognition of its geographical origin and variety, certification of organic rice and many other issues. Good results have been achieved by multivariate data analysis and data mining techniques when combined with specific parameters for ascertaining authenticity and many other useful characteristics of rice, such as quality, yield and others. This paper brings a review of the recent research projects on discrimination and authentication of rice using multivariate data analysis and data mining techniques. We found that data obtained from image processing, molecular and atomic spectroscopy, elemental fingerprinting, genetic markers, molecular content and others are promising sources of information regarding geographical origin, variety and other aspects of rice, being widely used combined with multivariate data analysis techniques. Principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis are the preferred methods, but several other data classification techniques such as support vector machines, artificial neural networks and others are also frequently present in some studies and show high performance for discrimination of rice.